
 

Organizations numbered with their activities  

1. President Stand Children will place their votes into a ballot box that will be placed 
at the Japanese Lantern area. Children will be coming from the 
Affirmation walkway. 

2. Action Arte Open workshop of circus acts and tricks. Children performance 
will occur in the picnic area. 

3. Circle of Life This will be hula hoops, and poi for kids and adults to play with 
and staff will provide instruction to participants. 

4. Cape Town EMBRACE This will be the EMBRACE area. This is where we will have picnic 
areas and spaces for any ad hoc performances to happen. At this 
moment we will be having the following acts: 

4.1 Mom and baby yoga by Steorra Pilates and 

NurtureZone 

4.2 Embrace line area – this is where people will hang a 

message to the children of the city. We envision this 

happening throughout the day. 

4.3 Cape Town Tang Soo Do Karate - A karate 

demonstration, Teach/ empower kids by learning 

self-defense moves. 

5. Nali Bali Reading corner with Nali’Bali activities. Mascot with Photo 
opportunity 

6. HearScreen  

Whisper me a secret 

Screening tests - children above 4 years old. Mobile hearing 
and vision testing equipment. 
 

We are planning to have a tube/tin phone apparatus that goes 
around the big tree that we have called “whisper me a secret”. 
This is where children will give each other compliments or 
parents giving their children compliments through the 
apparatus. 

7. Origami for Africa Children learning how to do origami pieces, being taught by their 
peers from the Wesbank Primary School in Woodstock. 

8. ELRU A series of fun 'Early Childhood Science Adventures" linked to 
nature and our book and set up a little exploration tour for 
children of all ages (parents and gogos are also welcome), around 



the company gardens. Activity stations (e.g. plant a seed, hunt for 
a leaf pattern, try to match a shade of green for with colour 
solutions in water, rub a leaf pattern etc...), along our little 
walking route. Tour guides will leave every hour on the hour and 
can accommodate 20 children at a time. At the starting point 
(while families wait or when they return from their tour) we will 
have a station displaying the full range of books and an overview 
for parents on the value of early science and maths concepts. 
There will be a sand play area for children to entertain 
themselves and periodic demos of toy making from recycled 
materials and waste materials. 

9. Affirmation Station This is our “Affirmation Station”. We will have 6 volunteers 
continuously clapping and blowing bubbles as children walk 
through this path. At the beginning of the walkway the children 
will cast their “vote” and then walk through to drop the vote at 
the end of the walkway. 

10. SeeSawDo Building a ‘City of Dreams’ using boxes and gaffer tape. This will 
be happening through the duration of the event. 

11. Love Play Talk A photo booth activation for parents and children where a baby 
blanket is donated to each parent-child pair 
Storytelling under a tree activation for intergenerational dialogue 
on the First 1000 Days 

1000 Day Game and Playcube that we’ve designed for parent-
child play in the home 

12. Western Cape Department of 

Health - Nurses 

Nurses fun station. Nursing demonstration with nurses dressed 
up as fairies. This is where we will have the “cuddle corner” with 
teepees setup. 

13. Nurture Zone Baby wearing demonstrations and support for parents with 
babies and toddlers. 

       14. Centre for Early Childhood    

Development 

Station with face painting, lego stations etc. 

       15. Pretty Pride We will include art activities using everyday, practical things 
found easily around the house. This allows parents and 
caregivers to replicate the activities at home. • Colourful 
bubbles • Making your own prints with toilet rolls , leaves, 
vegetables etc • Fingerpainting • Making your own colourful 
play dough • Face painting The main attraction for the day will 
a large scale canvas, where participating children can make 
their mark in the form of a handprint. This will develop a sense 
of pride and accomplishment in the children while creating a 
very special art piece that can be kept or used by Embrace as a 
reminder of the wonderful experience of the day. In addition 
we will have more than one large scale canvas available for 
kids to spray, splash, handprint, draw, etc that will also be 
given to Embrace to further their cause and awareness around 
developing our children. For older, more serious children we 



will have more advanced activities, and mediums available. 
Easels, canvas, acrylic paints, with an artist that can advise. For 
others we will encourage them to participate in free-
movement art techniques like splashing - this is a very self-
expressive activity. 

Jungle Theatre Company The show we would like to perform is called When Lion Had 
Wings. When Lion Had Wings has 7 actors and is a visual street 
theatre piece and uses daring stilt characterizations, animal 
masks, original music and Nama language to tell a traditional 
Khoikhoi folktale. The story starts in ancient times when all the 
animals lived in fear of Lion who could fly. However some 
tricky Frogs reveal that Lion’s magic is hidden beneath a pile of 
bones. The balance of nature needs to be restored. It’s about 
overcoming fear, challenging greed and discovering our 
talents. The show is approx. 40 minutes in duration and 
suitable for the whole family. 

Children’s Radio Foundation Children conducting interviews around the garden 

Steorra Pilates Baby and me pilates demonstration 

Cape Town Tang Soo Do Karate Demonstration 

Red Zebra Marching band and gum boot dancers 

  

 

 


